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Knock down textured ceiling pictures

Photo: istockphoto.comSmnockdown plaster finish, an early 1990s successor to popcorn and orange peel textures, has been a hit with homeowners for its impressive look and practicality. The appearance is achieved by spraying, kicking or rolling the plaster joint compound on walls or ceilings to achieve stallactitt-like tops, and then flatten the tops with a knockdown knife. The
resulting marbled, naturalistic texture provides dimensional visual impact while concealing any surface flaws. As a bonus, the treatment helps to mute sounds. Another part of the appeal? DIYers armed with basic plaster skills and some affordable tools and materials can create the look with ease! Read on for an overview of knockdown texture technique, plus step-by-step guidance
on pulling off the most popular type of this finish, to achieve a knockout effect in your home. Photo: flickr.com via bradleypjohnsonThree Types of textureThere are three main types of knockdown texture splatter, stomp and mud trowel- each with a distinct appearance and requires unique tools and techniques. Splatter: The most popular knockdown texture, splatter has the classic
look of Spanish lace stack - an intricate pattern of splotches inspired by lace veils. It is achieved by first spraying the surface using a plaster container gun (available at home centers; about $13 for half a day rental) loaded with either pre-mixed wet gypsum mud or common compound powder mixed with water. The tops that form are then flattened with an 18-inch or wider
knockdown knife ($15 to $20) to achieve a low-profile raised texture covering 40 percent of the surface (the other 60 percent remain flat). The application can be a little messy, especially when spraying a roof (due to descending splashback). And because a plaster hopper gun is needed, this technique requires more initial setup time than stomp and mud trowel, but when you are
good at walking the program will turn out to be fast, uniform, and less tiring. You can splash a small surface in as little as an hour or complete a larger area in about a day. Stomp: The most prominent textured appearance of the three, the stomp has a higher height of the surface than splatter or mud trowel. It is created by thin pre-mixed or ready to mix gypsum sludge with water
and then apply it to a wall or ceiling using a paint roller. Then a stiff bristly crow-foot brush ($8 to $20) is trampled into the mud, and finally the mud is flattened with a standard knockdown knife, leaving a finger-like texture of 60 percent or more of the surface. Because plaster is initially applied by the roller to fully cover the surface, and an additional step of stomping is required
before knockdown, the whole process can take about twice as long as splatter. Mud trowel: Also called ship trowel, this technique gives a flatter, more subtle look than splatter or stomp. It is achieved to use plaster mud using an 18-inch or wider curved leaf plaster trowel ($25 to then skimming mudded the area again with cleaned trowel. The curved trowel causes the mud to
literally jump over the wall or ceiling, leaving a sparse texture of round, quarter-sized globules at 50 percent of the surface. Hand-stranged requires patience, making this technique more time consuming than splatter. Get a pro to do it for youReceive free, no-commitment estimates from pro painters near you. + Photo: istockphoto.comHow to use Knockdown TextureUse this
procedure to create splatter knockdown texture, the popular choice for most homeowners. While our instructions include info on mixing plaster joint compound powder, you can skip step 4 and use pre-mixed wet plaster mud just as well. TOOLS AND MATERIALS Available on Amazon – Tarpaulin – Masking Tape – Spackling compound – Fine-gravel sandpaper (150-gravel or
higher) – Gypsum retains gun kit – Air hose – Air compressor (minimum capacity of 30 to 40 40psi) – 1.5-gallon joint compound powder (not fast dry) – 6-inch plaster knife – 2-gallon bucket – Power drill with paddle attachment – Scrap of plaster (for testing) – 18-inch knockdown knife – RagsSTEP 1 : Prepare the space. Clear furniture from the room and put tarpaulin on the floor.
Remove wall-mounted light amalists and hanging and apply masking tape on electric covers, baseboards and wall or ceiling beams to protect against overspray. STEP 2: Smooth the surface. Knockdown texture can be applied either naked or painted plaster as long as the surface is blem so- To prepare the surface, don protective gloves and glasses and apply the spackling
compound to divots or cracks. Wipe the compound according to the instructions in the package, then sand with fine gravel sandpaper. STEP 3: Assemble the gun. Attach the container (pool) to the top of the plaster container gun, then attach the gun unit and air tubing to the air compressor. Attach the spray nozzle to the gun – an 8 to 12-millimeter nozzle is ideal for impact trips.
STEP 4: Mix the plaster joint. Choose an un-aggregated plaster joint compound powder (avoid quick varieties, which dry too fast for the knockdown technique). Fill a two-gallon bucket with two inches of plain cold or room temperature water, then add 1.5 liters of plaster joint compound powder and mix using a power drill with a paddle attachment (see example of Amazon) until the
mud is lumpless. STEP 5: Test the mud. Scoop up a small amount of mud with a small plaster knife, then tilt the knife to a 30-degree angle. If the mud glides off easily, it has reached the right thin consistency; If not, add more water, mix and test again. Let the mud sit for 15 minutes to absorb the water completely. Then lightly stir with the drill bit again. When your mud is the
consistency of pancake batter, pour it into the container. Photo: istockphoto.comSTEP 6: Choose optimal spray speed. Connect the air compressor to an earthed socket, open the air vent and turn on the compressor, and set the pressure to 30 to 40 psi. on a sheet of scrap plaster from at least 18 inches away, using a smooth, continuous movement. When you test, you can settle
on a spray speed that gives the texture weight you want. The slower you spray, the heavier and more pronounced texture; a quick spray will result in a thinner, lighter texture. STEP 7: Splatter the surface. Once you've perfected your technique, squeeze the trigger on the plaster container gun to splash the intended wall or ceiling into three foot sections from a distance of about 18
inches away. Tip: Enable the gun release lock function to be continuously sprayed without having to manually maintain the pressure on the trigger. STEP 8: Do knockdown. Let each three-foot section dry just long enough to lose its wet shine - about 10 to 15 minutes. Attach the impact knife to an extension rod and then slide the edge in a single straight line down the surface. Your
goal is to just flatten the tops of the wall texture, not smooth it out so much as to erase it. Wipe the edge of the plaster knife with a water-soaked rag. STEP 9: Alternate splatter and knockdown. Repeat this process, alternating between using mud and turning down the texture, into three-foot sections until you have covered the intended area. When finished, close the compressor air
vent, turn off and disconnect the unit. STEP 10: Allow to dry and finish. Allow the gypsum sludge to dry completely according to the manufacturer's instructions, ranging from a few hours to overnight, before removing the masking tape and tarpaulin and returning wall seals and light fixtures. If you plan to paint knockdown texture, wait several days to a week after primer and paint.
Keep Knockdown looking nice! Dust the surface weekly with either an electrostatic duster or a vacuum with a soft brush accessory. Never use abrasive scrub brushes or broom heads, which can remove the texture. To remove the dirt and stains, saturate a paint roller with a solution of a teaspoon of liquid dish soap and four cups of warm water. Carefully walk over the dirty areas,
then use a clean, damp roller to remove soap solution residues and make a final pass with a dry roll or soft sponge. Gypsum compound can take on smoke and soot stains over time, so avoid smoking and limit the frequency of fires near textured surfaces. Get a pro to do it for youReceive free, no-commitment estimates from pro painters near you. + Ceiling textures are part of the
room that needs some attention. You can find all kinds of tact textures from casual to formal that you can choose to search your room to help the room look great. If you like a complex look for your room, you can look at the knockdown ceiling texture design. For the formal look, you can look up at the combed look with swirling pattern. For those who want to use a heavily structured
roof, the roller act excture can catch your attention. There are many other types of tact textures you will find in this article. When you want to select the textures or patterns suitable for your room, you can choose it based on the type of room and what kind you to achieve appearance. That's why you can choose different ceiling designs for each room for the house because each
room offers different design, atmosphere and mood to enjoy. You need information, recommendations and suggestions to know which design can create a fantastic ceiling texture. Many experts said that choosing a perfect plaster finish is good for the ceiling of the room. Here's a list that you need to know for the ceiling textures for your room. Popcorn Ceiling TexturesThis ceiling
textures called popcorn are all because the surface that looks and feels like a bunch of popcorn thrown over it. People also called this tact ex-trip with other names like cottage cheese ceilings or stucco ceilings. In general, the formal name of this roof type is an acoustic roof. These ceiling textures were made by spraying or paint-on processing to create this texture. This type of
textures looks good for the bedroom and hallways space because the bright white look. Fish Scale Ceiling TexturesThis tact excture is quite rare to be found in the house design, one of the most unusual ceiling textures. Not many houses used this ceiling texture. This pattern is called fish scale ceiling texture. This is the perfect design for an antique or classic room. You can
achieve this texture for the ceiling using a roller nap and a texture brush or wallpaper brush. Scalloped Ceiling TextureThis is one of the ceiling textures you can apply for the bedroom ceiling, it is called a scalloped ceiling texture. This painting technique depicted the appearance of a paint that is about to melt down to the wall. This design illusion will catch your attention to your
ceiling. White colored ceiling always looks great in everything. The combination of a white ceiling and light blue walls gives a pleasant comfortable atmosphere to the room. You can add some good furniture that fits the ceiling and wall to make it better. Textured ceilings TextureThere are many types of textures you can create for roofs, such as Skip Trowel, Knockdown, Swirl, Lace
and Spray Sand or Popcorn. These five textures are the most popular. You can find many other textures used by any home designer. When choosing a texture for your ceiling, you can experiment with some interesting design. The whole roof will be more charming and attractive. All these textures will certainly make flat roof surface larger. Stipple Brush Ceiling TextureStipple
Brush Ceiling Texture by Chasesanitation.comIf you want to make your room boring and add some character to it, try this stipple brush ceiling texture. This will give the roof some depth to it. You can achieve this messy, unfinished look by painting the ceiling with a plaster mixture using a little slap brush and roll. Stipple design can also be done using a specialized texture paint gun
and Make sure to have the paint mixture thicker consistency than the usual one, so that it can create the wall bumpy. Plaster Ceiling texture designWhen you want to use a plaster design for the ceiling texture, there are a few different methods you can try to create it. All the different methods will also give you the different result to the ceiling. The most popular design for ceiling
texture is spray-on design. You can have fun with the color combination with this plaster ceiling. You can make the ceiling cool and add some artistic vibe to it. If you want the roof pattern to act as a work of art, you can hire a professional to make your dream come true. Unique ceiling textureIf you're more into someone unique looking for your tact exturn, you can get some of this
black and white blend combination for the design. This is a cool design for those who want to change their boring regular roof. This is a great DIY project idea for your home if you are in some unique and un messy design. You can also hire a professional to use it to make it better. Plaster Ceiling Design IdeasSee in this room, what a nice vintage design. Plaster design that used a
wooden framing makes a wonderful addition to the room, this three-dimensional look is perfection. You can paint the ceiling with vinyl wallpaper. The lighting of this room is so nice with the entire light fixture that complements the ceiling. This ceiling is an eye-pleasing view for the room, such a great match to the wall. The atmosphere of this room at night with muted lighting will
give you a romantic and classic vibe. The lovely window will give you the natural light you need today, a nice feature of the room. If you are looking for a ceiling that fits with the modern look, try this linear metal. This metal ceiling panel will look great with an architectural apartment. This is also a nice option for an open space or hallway. This linear metal roof will complement the
space that has other metal elements in it. Drop Ceiling DesignsYou can use this drop ceiling design for the basement area. This drop ceiling design is a nice option to help the atmosphere in the basement. The white color ceiling will support the lighting in this room since the basement tends to use smaller lighting features, so the white color will help with the lighting. Coffered
CeilingThe vaulted ceiling is a ceiling designed with a series of sunken panels. Mostly the ceiling use rectangle, square or octagon shape panels for design. This design is also used in soffit or vault. This ceiling texture also called lacunar ceiling. The good lighting will help to add some character to the room. This lighting scheme created a dramatic and classic accent to the ceiling
since it is installed only in the three panels. This is one of the most ceiling texture used in the bedroom. The design is a faux board ceiling with flexible casting that created a nice accent to the roofs. No dull and regular ceiling for your room. The details of the roof edge created a smooth transition for the ceiling and walls. Elegant ceiling texturesIf you love natural decoration or
details and elegance look, this ceiling texture should be applied in your house. This design will look fantastic for the living room or family room. The design looks like some waves, nice choice for the natural mood. You can add some cool light fixture to make the room look elegant. The perfect lighting will help the dramatic look of the ceiling textures. Textured ceiling paint ideasIf
you have a classic or vintage house design, here is another unique choice design for ceiling textures. This ceiling design will make your room look stylish. It is the perfect pair for a luxurious room. This will make the room glowing with its design to suit the stylish mood of the room. You can add a perfect lighting to add some warmth to the room. This room is so amazing with metallic
ceiling in the middle. The ceiling has a large sunken panel mix with the old brass metallic color. A nice combination. This is like a mixture of the modern roof with a rustic element in the center. The lighting of this room helps to balance the entire appearance of the room. The appearance of this room is absolutely amazing. Office Ceiling LightsHere is the ceiling design idea for the
office. This office ceiling light is so popular design used today. This large office space that has a high ceiling, you need the exact amount of light features to enough lighting to light up this huge place. The cool and fine atmosphere of this room is a nice match with the formal look of the ceiling. This is the perfect comfortable atmosphere that everyone needs in the office. Tin Drop
Ceiling TilesSed most used white ceiling color most of the time. It is the best versatile that you can use for almost any roof. But if you want something different and out of the box, you can go with a darker color for your roofs. This ceiling is a good example of a darker color ceiling. It looks luxurious, the texture of the ceiling is a nice statement. This color also looks good with the light
color wall to give a balance to the room. You can choose the kind of art textures that suit your taste to be applied to the ceiling. Victorian roof designWhen it comes to vintage-style ceilings, you can miss out on this Victorian roof design. This Victorian ceiling will support your stylish vintage style for your room perfectly. You can add antique light pendants to the room to accentuate
the classiness and elegance of it. If you have a Victorian style house, you can not miss this ceiling design to complete the look. Wooden ceiling textureThis wooden ceiling texture is one of a kind. Some people may dislike this wooden ceiling texture due to the details of three arrangement from this view. But some also believe that this tact excture brings some warmth to the room.
This wooden roof called three slats. For those who like this look probably use this texture design to bring an interesting look to their room. If you feel uncomfortable with the whole look, maybe use a small portion of wooden slats in the corner to make a statement for the room. Woven bamboo ceilingThis unique ceiling texture is called Australian bamboo ceiling panels. This design
makes some traditional natural impressions in the room because of the bamboo element in it. If you plan to install this ceiling design, you need to pay attention to the treatment to keep it nice and clean because it may be low in high maintenance. Statement Ceiling DesignThis ceiling design is so cool, exceptionally secure. This type of design will look cool for any office room or
public space. The pop-up element of the ceiling is so nice even if it looks messy placed. This mess is a nice attraction for its appearance. The colors used for pop-up elements also good features of the ceiling. The combination of yellow, light gray and gray neatly placed on the ceiling. A good way to make an attraction to the room. Ceiling Paint Color IdeasNot be afraid to play with
the color of the ceilings than white or light color. You can make a cool ceiling with a little dark neutral color like this dark gray. The room looks so modern and elegant. There is a little texture or pattern in the ceiling to add any dimension to the room. This is a nice design for a modern house style. Unique roof designHere is another roof design that you can use for the office. This
ceiling makes the room look so bright and cool. The pattern in the ceiling provides a nice lighting for the room. This large ceiling is a perfect match for the large office space. The windows also help the room become even brighter. The white colour furniture is a great combination with this ceiling. Bright Ceiling DesignsIf you love the light color combination for your room, you can add
can complete the look with the bright ceiling design. This room is so fresh and neat. The orange color scheme is a nice idea for your room. The orange and white color painted in stripes line makes the ceiling pattern as a statement in the room. You can add some light color furniture to match the bright color walls and ceilings. This yellow chair is a great companion for the room.
Muted Color Ceiling IdeasThis muted color combination of pink and beige is so pretty and elegant. The ceiling textures of this room are fine for modern farmhouses. The wooden furniture helps to accentuate the farmhouse style while the pink wall color is a representative of a popular color that is so trendy that is so modern and elegant. You can choose one of this inspiration for the
ceiling. You can choose based on style and budget. It must be one of all these that can match your needs. Needs.
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